
 

 

Statement of the Royal Government 

 

The Royal Government wishes to inform our compatriots and the international public that on 15 

July 2014 several elected parliamentary candidates of the Cambodia National Rescue Party led an 

illegal and disorderly demonstration, attempting to march into Democracy Park under the slogan 

“Free Democracy Park”, and used extreme violence, injuring 38 security guards of the local 

authorities, of whom 22 were seriously injured and 3 are in intensive care. 

The savage violence and serious human rights violations were committed near Democracy Park 

by demonstrators acting illegally under the leadership of elected CNRP parliamentary candidates 

and its activists. This violence went well beyond freedom of speech into violation of criminal law 

through commission of serious premeditated acts, including preparing cement-filled pipes and 

other objects to use as weapons with intent to murder security guards of the local authority. 

The Royal Government, having the responsibility to maintain security and social order, is obliged 

to take firm legal measures against those responsible for the crimes, within the framework of 

democracy, rule of law and respect for human rights. These firm and decisive measures are taken 

in order to maintain public order and national security, to bring justice to the victims and to 

safeguard the general public. The Royal Government requests the local authorities to continue a 

thorough investigation in compliance with the law to identify the perpetrators and their 

accomplices and bring them to justice. 

The Royal Government condemns the savage violence, which seriously violated the law and 

caused social unrest, and which was led, directed and instigated by several elected CNRP 

parliamentary candidates. The Royal Government appeals to our compatriots to continue 

cooperating with the Royal Government to maintain safety, public order and the security and 

dignity of our nation.  

              

                           Phnom Penh, 16 July 2014 
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